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C9-20-09 Brake Masters - Grant Road 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Per Arizona State statute HB2116, effective August 9, 2017 governing legal protests for rezoning cases:  
If there are protests from 20% of the property owners within 150 feet of the entire perimeter of the rezoning 
site, including BOTH 20% of the property by area, and 20% of the number of lots within 150 feet, then an 
affirmative vote of ¾ of the Mayor & Council (5 of 7 members) will be required to approve the rezoning or 
M&C Special Exception. Public rights-of-way and the area/lot of the proposed rezoning are included in 
protest calculations. 
 
COMMENTS:   
 
E-mail protest received August 23, 2020 from President of Garden District Neighborhood 
Assoc, Lois Pawlak 
  
E-mail protest received November 2, 2020 from Nicki France, Chair of the Committee to 
update the Grant-Alvernon Area Plan (this includes Palo Verde Neighborhood Assoc, 
Garden District Neighborhood Assoc, Oak Flower Neighborhood Assoc, and North 
Dodge Neighborhood Assoc). 
 
E-mail protest received November 3, 2020 from Secretary of Garden District 
Neighborhood Assoc, Meg Johnson.   

Total Approvals 4  
Protests 2  

Protests by 
Location Outside 150’ 1  

Within 150’ 1  

*Protests by Total 
Lots & Area % Lots   8.33%  

 
 % Area 6.25%  
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Rezoning Request: From C-1 to C-2

Owner approvals: 4 (1 Off-Map)
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[EXTERNAL]#C9-20-09

Vicki France <dancin.tucson@gmail.com>
Mon 11/2/2020 2:27 PM
To:  TucsonRezoning <TucsonRezoning@tucsonaz.gov>

1 attachments (251 KB)
#C9-20-09.pdf;

To Whom It May Concern,

 

 Activity #C9-20-09 

 

As Chair of the Committee to update the Grant/Alvernon Area Plan (Palo Verde Neighborhood
Association, Garden District Neighborhood Association, Dodge Flower Neighborhood
Association, North Dodge Neighborhood Association, and Oak Flower Neighborhood
Association), I would like to go on record as opposing the rezoning by Brake Masters of the All
State property at 4656 E. Grant Rd. from C-1 to C-2. 

 

In the 1999 version of the Plan, maintenance of the residential character of the adjoining
neighborhoods is a priority.  With the RTA Grant Road widening project, this is becoming even
more of a goal in the revised Grant/Alvernon Area Plan.  Although not finished yet, we have
surveyed residents of all but one neighborhood.  Several items arose that will be included in the
new plan.

1.     Reduced parking requirements as to numbers of spaces and surface materials that are
more permeable.  Helps with heat island effect and polluted runoff.

2.     Traffic calming (per Complete Streets) and reduction, more walkable neighborhoods

3.     Shared parking and new concepts of design.

 

A rezoning to C-2 uses (Commercial with wholesale, nightclubs, bars, amusement enterprises,
full range of automotive activities, sales, repair, leasing, etc. and limited manufacturing)  with
direct access to R-1 zoning (S side of North Street) is not preserving neighborhood character.
The eventual placement of the parking lot on North Street penetrates the border of the R-1 zone
without mitigation.
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 Also in the Complete Streets Policy:

4.     In certain instances, significant public investment in transportation infrastructure
can trigger an increase in land values and housing costs. In the planning phases,…
the City shall ensure collaboration between its Transportation, Planning and
Development Services, and Housing and Community Development departments to
thoroughly consider measures to preserve housing affordability…and mitigate
unintended consequences such as involuntary displacement tied to gentrification.

 

In this case I would say the opposite unintended consequence would occur.  The involuntary
displacement because of living next to a parking lot for any C-2 use that may legally occupy it.

 

Further still in the first phase of the RTA Grant Road Widening Project the Improvement District
states:

 

GRID  C-2.f.3. Additional Permitted Uses
With the exception of Automotive Service and Repair uses, which are prohibited,
permitted uses include any uses permitted in the underlying zone for the
property, provided the PDSD Director finds the proposed use to be in
accordance with Section A-3.
 

This clearly shows the intent of the City to exclude this use even if the underlying zone is C-2. 
It sees this use as a conflict to residential neighborhood for various reasons.

 

Although technically outside of being impacted Grant Road Widening Project, I would urge you
to post pone any rezoning until the PDSD with neighborhood input, can do a detailed analysis
of how the Western Segment fits into the broader vision for the project.

 

Vicki France

Chair, Grant/Alvernon Area Plan Update Committee

--  
Attached as a pdf 
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[EXTERNAL]Brake Masters

Heidi Hunziker <hlhunziker@hotmail.com>
Wed 7/22/2020 4:52 PM
To:  John Beall <John.Beall@tucsonaz.gov>

3 attachments (10 MB)
brake masters.odt; 20191201_082053.jpg; 20190811_115236.jpg;

-------- Original message --------
From: Heidi Hunziker <hlhunziker@hotmail.com>
Date: 7/21/20 8:09 PM (GMT-07:00)
To: John.beal@tucsonaz.gov
Subject: Fw: Brake Masters

Hi John
I have included the email from Lois Pawlak just so you know what I am referring to in my document. The
pictures are of the flooding that happens on North St. In the second picture you can see the house Brake
Masters plans on demolishing and replacing with a parking lot. 
Thank you
Heidi Hunziker

From: Lois Pawlak <loispawlak@cox.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:41 AM
To: 'Heidi Hunziker' <hlhunziker@hotmail.com>
Subject: Brake Masters
 
Heidi,
I called John Beal at the City of Tucson Planning & Development last week and talked
about this proposed rezoning.  I’ll write more later, but he assured me it was NOT
a done deal and had just gone through it’s initial feasibility review with the City.  He is
very interested in all of our comments, especially after I told him about how Jim from
Heights didn’t tell anyone in his letter to them that there was a property on North St.
that was part of this plan.  I told him I wasn’t sure if Jim had taken very good notes
or not.
 
I’m waiting to get the case number so I can relate it to my email, but you don’t have
to wait for that.  You can email John directly and he said we should email all of our
comments for the official record to:    tucsonrezoning@tucsonaz.gov
 
I believe John Beal’s email is: John.beal@tucsonaz.gov 
I’ll email him to find out if he has the case number yet and send it to you when I get it
so  you can reference it in your email to the zoning dept.  Feel free to email John yourself
too.  I don’t want to hold up any communications to zoning. 
 
Lois
 

mailto:tucsonrezoning@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:John.beal@tucsonaz.gov
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From: jim@heightsproper�esllp.com <jim@heightsproper�esllp.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 1:29 PM
To: hlhunziker@hotmail.com
Cc: loispawlak@cox.net
Subject: RE: T20pre0001
 
Thank you for your comments, I hope to send the new site plan and your comments to the other par�cipants.
Jim
Heights Proper�es, LLP.
Jim Egan
6179 E. Broadway Blvd.
Tucson, AZ  85711
(520) 631-9000
 
Jim@heightsproper�esllp.com
 

 
 
 

From: Heidi Hunziker <hlhunziker@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:49 AM
To: James Egan <jim@heightsproper�esllp.com>
Subject: [Probable Spam] T20pre0001
 
Hello,
I was one of the neighbors on the zoom me�ng last night. I have a�ached a le�er outlining my issues
with the project.
Heidi Hunziker

Virus-free. www.avast.com

mailto:Jim@heightspropertiesllp.com
mailto:hlhunziker@hotmail.com
mailto:jim@heightspropertiesllp.com
https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient&utm_term=icon
https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient&utm_term=link
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[EXTERNAL]activity number C9-20-09

Heidi Hunziker <hlhunziker@hotmail.com>
Sat 10/24/2020 12:43 PM
To:  TucsonRezoning <TucsonRezoning@tucsonaz.gov>

3 attachments (16 MB)
20191201_082053.jpg; 20191201_082120.jpg; 20201024_114026.jpg;

From: Heidi Hunziker 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2020 2:33 PM 
To: tucsonrezoning@tucsonaz.gov <tucsonrezoning@tucsonaz.gov> 
Subject: ac�vity number C9-20-09
 
Heidi Hunziker
4652 E. North Ave
Tucson AZ 85712
520-250-8882
hlhunziker@hotmail.com

Ac�vity number C9-20-09

I am wri�ng to OPPOSE the rezoning of 4656 E. grant rd. Tucson AZ 85712 Parcel # 122.01.008A

I have a�ached photos of north street when flooded and not. This is clearly a residen�al street and the
two proper�es on the north side of the street should have never been zoned commercial in the first
place.

I have several problems with the proposed Brake Masters project.

1. The business proposed will provide much increased noise pollu�on, as it is a brake shop there will
be a lot of noise from the pneuma�c wrenches used to remove the �res from their customers
cars. I moved into a quiet cul de sac and this will provide a great deal of stress for those living
around here. Removing the houses on north will allow all that noise to funnel directly to the
houses here.

2. There will be significant light pollu�on from both the building on grant as well as the proposed
parking lot which is right in front of my house.

3. Tearing down the house at 4659 e North street and paving the lot over to create a parking lot will
not only reduce property values on North street but will also greatly increase the flooding issues
we already have on North Street. It already floods every �me it rains, the street is the lowest spot
around, paving that lot will only make the flooding worse with no where for the water to go but
the street. The water will now also be polluted.

4. A 5' wall surrounding the parking lot is woefully insufficient to prevent illicit ac�vi�es during the
night as people can jump it easily and since this is offset from the road there will be no monitoring
of the property.
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5. Pu�ng a parking lot on North is a totally inappropriate use of the property. This is a dead end
quiet residen�al road. I don't want to hear and see all the traffic going in and out of the business,
nor do I want my property values to tank because of it.

Sincerely,
Heidi, Dan and Erika Hunziker
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[EXTERNAL]opposition to T20pre0001

Heidi Hunziker <hlhunziker@hotmail.com>
Thu 7/23/2020 6:46 PM
To:  TucsonRezoning <TucsonRezoning@tucsonaz.gov>

4 attachments (17 MB)
brake masters.odt; 20191201_082053.jpg; 20190811_115236.jpg; 20191201_082124.jpg;

I wish to oppose the rezoning of the property at 4656 E. grant rd.  parcel number 122.01.008A. I have
a�ached a le�er for the various reasons I oppose this rezoning. The pictures show North street flooding
which will be worse when they demolish the house and pave over it for  parking. The second picture
shows the home they plan on knocking down.
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[EXTERNAL]Re: #C9-20-09

Margaret Johnson <mmcjohnson@cox.net>
Mon 11/2/2020 4:35 PM
To:  Vicki France <dancin.tucson@gmail.com>
Cc:  TucsonRezoning <TucsonRezoning@tucsonaz.gov>

Awesome. You go, girl. Thanks for all the research, time and energy you spent writing it. Loved the
points you made and your suggestion they postpone re zoning. Thank you so much.  

Sent from my iPhone.  I do my best proofreading after I hit send. Sorry about that. 

On Nov 2, 2020, at 2:27 PM, Vicki France <dancin.tucson@gmail.com> wrote: 

To Whom It May Concern,

 

 Activity #C9-20-09 

 

As Chair of the Committee to update the Grant/Alvernon Area Plan (Palo Verde
Neighborhood Association, Garden District Neighborhood Association, Dodge
Flower Neighborhood Association, North Dodge Neighborhood Association, and
Oak Flower Neighborhood Association), I would like to go on record as opposing the
rezoning by Brake Masters of the All State property at 4656 E. Grant Rd. from C-1 to
C-2. 

 

In the 1999 version of the Plan, maintenance of the residential character of the
adjoining neighborhoods is a priority.  With the RTA Grant Road widening project,
this is becoming even more of a goal in the revised Grant/Alvernon Area Plan. 
Although not finished yet, we have surveyed residents of all but one neighborhood. 
Several items arose that will be included in the new plan.

1.     Reduced parking requirements as to numbers of spaces and surface materials
that are more permeable.  Helps with heat island effect and polluted runoff.

2.     Traffic calming (per Complete Streets) and reduction, more walkable
neighborhoods

3.     Shared parking and new concepts of design.

 

mailto:dancin.tucson@gmail.com
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A rezoning to C-2 uses (Commercial with wholesale, nightclubs, bars, amusement
enterprises, full range of automotive activities, sales, repair, leasing, etc. and limited
manufacturing)  with direct access to R-1 zoning (S side of North Street) is not
preserving neighborhood character. The eventual placement of the parking lot on
North Street penetrates the border of the R-1 zone without mitigation.

 

 Also in the Complete Streets Policy:

4.     In certain instances, significant public investment in transportation
infrastructure can trigger an increase in land values and housing costs. In
the planning phases,…the City shall ensure collaboration between its
Transportation, Planning and Development Services, and Housing and
Community Development departments to thoroughly consider measures to
preserve housing affordability…and mitigate unintended consequences
such as involuntary displacement tied to gentrification.

 

In this case I would say the opposite unintended consequence would occur.  The
involuntary displacement because of living next to a parking lot for any C-2 use that
may legally occupy it.

 

Further still in the first phase of the RTA Grant Road Widening Project the
Improvement District states:

 

GRID  C-2.f.3. Additional Permitted Uses
With the exception of Automotive Service and Repair uses, which are
prohibited, permitted uses include any uses permitted in the
underlying zone for the property, provided the PDSD Director finds the
proposed use to be in accordance with Section A-3.
 

This clearly shows the intent of the City to exclude this use even if the underlying
zone is C-2.  It sees this use as a conflict to residential neighborhood for various
reasons.

 

Although technically outside of being impacted Grant Road Widening Project, I
would urge you to post pone any rezoning until the PDSD with neighborhood input,
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can do a detailed analysis of how the Western Segment fits into the broader vision
for the project.

 

Vicki France

Chair, Grant/Alvernon Area Plan Update Committee

--  
Attached as a pdf 

  

<#C9-20-09.pdf>
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[EXTERNAL]Protest of C-2 Re-zoning of 4656 E. Grant Rd. Activity #C9-20-09

Meg Johnson <mmcjohnson@cox.net>
Tue 11/3/2020 10:22 AM
To:  TucsonRezoning <TucsonRezoning@tucsonaz.gov>

 
To Whom It May Concern,
 
Palo Verde Neighborhood Association, Garden District Neighborhood Association,
North Dodge Neighborhood Association, and Oak Flower Neighborhood
Association border the Grant and Alvernon intersection.  We would like to go on
record as opposing the rezoning by Brakemasters of the AllState property at 4656
E. Grant Rd. from C-1 to C-2.  Activity #C9-20-09  
 
We do not see any benefits to rezoning 4656 E. Grant Rd from C-1 to C-2.  It will
not benefit the North St. residents who live adjacent to the property, nor will there
be benefit to the Garden District Neighborhood in which the property resides.  We
feel the rezoning does not comply with the policies and goals of the
Grant/Alvernon Area Plan since businesses connected with C-2 zoning are not
low impact or residential neighborhood friendly.   C-2 zoning opens our area up
to:  General and Intensive Commercial-Retail businesses: Commercial with
wholesale, nightclubs, bars, amusement enterprises, full range of automotive
activities, sales, repair, leasing, etc. and limited manufacturing. 

 
Currently, in the one mile stretch of Grant from Alvernon to Swan, there are only 4
properties zoned as C-2.  With the exception of one C-3 property, all the rest of
the multiple properties in this mile section are zoned C-1 and O-3  -- zoning which
has much less impact on and is more compatible with adjacent residential
properties. Re-zoning a C-1 to C-2 sets a precedent and with RTA construction
scheduled to begin in 2021, we are concerned about properties being re-zoned.
 
In addition, besides rezoning the Allstate property, Brakemasters plans to
purchase a C-1 property at 4659 E. North St, directly behind 4656 Grant.  This
property is currently a home and home based business with 2 houses and
multiple mature trees.  The plan is to demolish the buildings and at least some of
the trees in order to construct a commercial parking lot at 4659 E. North St. for the
new Brakemasters to use.  This does not require rezoning.   However, North St. is
currently a quiet, one block cul de sac street of R-1 home owners.  Residents are
understandably extremely concerned about having a commercial parking lot
directly across the street from or beside their homes and on their residential
street.  A parking lot on North St. penetrates the border between commercial and
residential and will only negatively impact residents’ safety, health, and quality of
life.  A parking lot on North St. will degrade and commercialize their residential
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street and reduce the resale values of the homes, and will only stimulate owner
flight. 
 
The following Grant/Alvernon area Neighborhood Associations protest the
Brakemaster C-2 Re-zoning request, Activity #C9-20-09. 
 
Lois Pawlak, President, Garden District NA,  loispawlak@cox.net
Kris Yarter, Vice President, Garden District NA   kyarter@msn.com
Meg Johnson, Secretary, Garden District  mmcjohnson@cox.net
Lisa Maher, Treasurer, Garden District  Lmaher52@aol.com
Ronni Kotwica, President Palo Verde NA  paloverdena@gmail.com
Candi Filipek, Vice President Palo Verde NA cfilipek@cox.net
Steve Poe, Communications Chair, Palo Verde NA, sshermanpoe@gmail.com
Fran Garcia,Secretary, North Dodge NA, garizona@cox.net
Travis Teetor, President, Oak Flower NA  thetravist@yahoo.com
 

mailto:loispawlak@cox.net
mailto:mmcjohnson@cox.net
mailto:Lmaher52@aol.com
mailto:paloverdena@gmail.com
mailto:cfilipek@cox.net
mailto:sshermanpoe@gmail.com
mailto:garizona@cox.net


August 23, 2020  
To: Tucson Rezoning (email: tucsonrezoning@tucsonaz.gov) 
Cc: John Beall PDSD (email: john.beall@tucsonaz.gov), City Clerk (cityclerk@tucsonaz.gov), Ward 6 Steve 
Kozachik (Steve.Kozachik@tucsonaz.gov), Ward 6 staff Ariel Fry (Ariel.Fry@tucsonaz.gov) 
 
From: Garden District Neighborhood Association 
P.O. Box 32384   Tucson, AZ 85751   Email: info@thegardendistric.org 
 
SUBJECT: Activity # T20PRE0001 – Proposed C-2 Rezoning by Heights Properties for a Brake Masters at 4656 E. Grant 
and proposed demolition of house at 4659 E. North St. for construction of a proposed parking lot for Brake Masters 
use. 
 
Conclusion: GARDEN DISTRICT NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION OPPOSES THIS PROPOSED C-2 REZONING AND HOUSE 
DEMOLITION FOR A COMMERCIAL PARKING LOT. 
 
Summary: 
On July 7, 2020 Jim Egan of Heights Properties, LLP held a Zoom remote meeting to discuss the proposed rezoning 
described in Activity T20PRE0001, which is intended for a Brake Masters automotive service center.  This meeting 
was attended by the majority of home owners and residents on North St., which are adjacent to the proposed areas.  
The four members of the Garden District neighborhood association were also in attendance. 
 
After listening to the information presented, review of the proposed site and building plans, communications with 
the area residents and Jim Egan from Heights Properties, and multiple visits to the physical property, the Garden 
District Neighborhood Association Board DOES NOT SUPPORT the proposed C-2 rezoning for the property located at 
4656 E. Grant Rd. for the following reasons: 

1. We do not see any positive benefits to the North St. residents to rezoning 4656 E. Grant Rd from C-1 to C-2.  
There are many additional issues that will be generated and negatively impact the North St residents and the 
neighborhood in general by rezoning 4656 E. Grant Rd in order to construct a Brake Masters on the site. 

2. 4656 E. Grant is not large enough to support the parking spaces necessary for a Brake Masters, so Height 
Properties is planning on purchasing a C-1/R-2 property at 4659 E. North St.  and demolishing one red brick 
residential home and a 2nd smaller building, reducing the residential identify of this neighborhood.   This 
property is currently a home with a home based business.  The plan is to construct a commercial parking lot on 
North St. which is a quiet cul de sac street of home owners.  Even though parking lot traffic would not be allowed 
to enter and exit onto the residential street, residents are not in favor of a commercial parking lot directly across 
the street from their homes as these actions will degrade the area. 

3. A parking lot on North St. will reduce the property and resale values of the homes on North St.  Having a parking 
lot on a residential street backing up to a Brake Masters will only stimulate owner flight.  

4. There are no safe guards in place to prevent Brake Masters employees or customers from parking on North St. 
causing additional stress on this residential street.  Mr. Egan did tell us he would give a personal guarantee that 
no one would park on North St. and stated he could put this in a document, but this is not an effective method 
going forward when he is no longer with the company or when the Brake Masters property is vacated at a point 
in the future. 

5. In the letter mailed to residents dated Jun 24, 2020 communicating the time and date of the Zoom meeting, the 
applicant neglected to communicate that the rezoning project at 4656 E. Grant Rd. would include the property at 
4659 E. North St.  This was not even known or understood by reviewing the site plan documents available on the 
City’s PRO website. 

6. During the Zoom meeting, attendees voiced their opinions on what they did not like about the project, but it is 
unknown if Mr. Egan captured that input.  We have not received a recap of the meeting to ensure the issues 
were identified.  Mr. Egan also did not appear to have collected the names or email addresses of the attendees, 
but the GDNA president did and subsequently sent these to him via email on 7/17/20. 



7. The two structures (1 home, 1 guest house) currently at 4659 E. North will be demolished.  This was not 
documented on the meeting notice sent by Heights, so not everyone was aware of this 2 nd parcel being 
affected.  This may have had an impact in attendance at the meeting, as was noted by comments I received from 
one resident who was not as concerned about the project because it was going to be on Grant Rd. 

8. There are multiple large, mature trees on the property at 4659 E. North St, which are planned to be removed to 
convert the property to a parking lot.  This will increase the heat island effect in the area and permanently alter 
the appearance of the North St. changing it forever from residential to commercial.  Mr. Egan did say that 3 of 
these could possibly be saved when building the parking lot. 

9. There will be increased noise to the residents from air guns, vehicles, mechanical equipment, traffic entering and 
exiting the Brake Masters and the parking lot.  The applicant discussed this, but minimized the impact by stating 
that there is already noise from traffic on Grant Rd., so there will be no additional noise that anyone would 
notice.  We do not agree with this statement and his assessment as the Brake Masters WILL ADD NOISE and  
exacerbates the noise issues in the area.  

10. The tallest building height of the ‘tower’ of the Brake Masters complex will be 30 ft. tall, which will cut down the 
view for North St. residents.  Currently residents have a view of the Catalina Mountains from their homes which 
will be blocked by the new construction. 

11. The proposed parking lot at 4659 E North St. will be set back from Grant Rd. and not on the beaten path for 
police to be able to monitor when driving by, especially after dark or on days the business is closed.  It will be a 
magnet for nefarious activity.  TPD tells us at our monthly crime meetings that a lot of the criminal activity that 
was at Grant and Alvernon has transferred over to Grant and Swan and Speedway and Swan.  And we see that for 
ourselves when driving this area.  In the applicant’s presentation, he said they could put a chain across the 
entrance to the parking lot at night so vehicles cannot park there after hours, but this is not an effective method 
to keep people from walking onto this property and hanging out.  The residents of North St. stated that there is a 
large population of sketchy pedestrians and bicyclists in the area.  Even if the parking lot is walled and chained at 
the entrance, it will not prevent bicyclists and pedestrians from entering and being hidden from view from the 
public and police.  And if the parking lot was fully walled and gated, people could jump the wall / fence and be 
unseen, which is just as concerning or worse.  What is to prevent that activity from spilling over into the North St. 
residential cul de sac? 

12. in his Jan. 14, 2020 PDSD Planning Review, Michael Kat from City of Tucson’s Urban Planning says that the Brake 
Master proposal does not comply with the Grant/Alvernon Plan nor with Plan Tucson and, therefore, an 
amendment must be filed and approved.   We are not in favor of changes to either of these plans. 

Mr. Kat stated Jan. 14, 2020 in the permit review process:  “Staff review finds a preliminary determination that 
the proposal does not comply with the goals and policies of Plan Tucson and the Grant-Alvernon Area Plan, and 
requires a plan amendment prior to rezoning from C-1 (Commercial) to C-2 (Commercial).”  He also said: “That 
being said, the Conceptual Land Use Map identifies the requested area as being "Office, Neighborhood 
Commercial, or High-Density Residential". Neighborhood commercial in the GAAP is defined as land uses found in 
the C-1 and NC zones. Automotive is permitted in C-1, but as a Zoning Examiner Special Exception Procedure and 
limited to accommodating only two cars at any time. The proposed application and site plan shows a higher 
intensity of vehicles to be serviced at a given time and therefore does not comply with GAAP. A plan amendment 
to the GAAP Conceptual Land Use Map to allow "Commercial" is required before rezoning to C-2.”  Further 
details as to his reasoning can be found 
at: https://www.tucsonaz.gov/pro/pdsd/review/detail/12201008A/T20PRE0001/329930/ 

13. C-2 zoning opens the geographic area up to:  General and Intensive Commercial-Retail businesses: Commercial 
with wholesale, nightclubs, bars, amusement enterprises, full range of automotive activities, sales, repair, leasing, 
etc. and limited manufacturing.  Currently, in our one mile stretch of Grant, Garden District has only 4 properties 
zoned as C-2.  With the exception of one C-3 property, all the rest of the non-residential properties in this 2 mile 
section are zoned C-1 and O-3, which have much less impact on, and are more compatible with adjacent 
residential properties.  The one mile along Swan Rd. from Grant to Speedway is still predominately residential.  
We do not believe C-2 is beneficial zoning for our high density and high walking population area. 

https://www.tucsonaz.gov/pro/pdsd/review/detail/12201008A/T20PRE0001/329930/


14. With the upcoming RTA construction, most of the buildings between Columbus and Alvernon and some of the 
buildings between Columbus and Swan have been bought by the City and will be razed.   The dimensions of those 
properties will be reduced with the expansion of Grant.  Incentives will need to be offered to businesses to 
rebuild on these properties along Grant.  If the neighborhood association agrees to re-zoning a property to C-2, 
that opens the floodgates and leaves Garden District Neighborhood vulnerable to more requests for C-2 re-
zoning in the future. 

15. North St. has significant issues with flooding and run off during a storm of any magnitude.  The cul de sac literally 
turns into a lake that covers the street curb to curb.   The applicant stated in his presentation that all water from 
the parking lot and Brake Masters would be retained onsite.  We have concerns that the additional impervious 
surfaces will just make a bad situation worse as the water from the parking lot has to flow somewhere and North 
St. appears to be down stream from the property at 4659 E. North St. and the adjacent north south and east west 
alleys.  

16. Brake Masters has been located in our neighborhood at the Columbus and Grant intersection for many, many 
years (20+).  They have never been engaged with the neighborhood, that we are aware of, and maintain their 
property indifferently with no thought about making the site look like anything but a minimally managed auto 
garage.  Currently, they have flag banners that we suspect they do not have permits for, that sometimes block 
the view of motorists turning from Columbus onto Grant, and a dirty tattered American flag out front.  As of 
6/27/20 Brake Masters had a lot of oil on the pavement especially on the back side of the property.  This washes 
off their property into the alley and street in the rains and is an environmental hazard.  The applicant sent our 
President a copy of the environmental report from a testing consultant stating the oil had not permeated the soil, 
but as a neighborhood, not an environmental agency, we are more concerned with aesthetics of our 
neighborhood as we are constantly trying to maintain and improve it.  We’ve recently found out from the City’s 
Code Enforcement department that commercial businesses are not under the same rules as residences in regard 
to code violations.   Issues such as mini mobile storage units and inoperable vehicles are allowed on commercial 
properties, which is the opposite from what is allowed on residential properties.  Brake Masters at Columbus and 
Grant installed an outdoor car lift on the south side of the building, very close to an apartment complex, a 
number of years ago to increase their capacity with no regard to what the neighbors would have to see and what 
noise they would have to put up with, on a daily basis.  We found out from personal experience that none of the 
local government entities (State, County, City), would claim responsibility for ‘small’ water quality issues such as 
large amount of oil leaking from vehicles parked on yards or any other surfaces.  We are not confident that if 
Brake Masters has these same oil on pavement issues at a new site, that there is anything that could be done by 
the neighborhood to get it cleaned up.  Mr. Egan stated he would be personally responsible to ensure this type of 
issue did not occur, but success cannot be based on the word of a person as the person will not be with the 
company forever.  And even if this were in writing, there is probably no penalty if the issue is not addressed in a 
timely manner or ever addressed. 

In Summary, for the reasons stated above (and others not documented herein) The Garden District Neighborhood 
Association is OPPOSED TO THE C-2 REZONING AT 4656 E. GRANT RD, TO A BRAKE MASTERS BEING BUILT, AND TO 
THE DESTRUCTION OF STRUCTURES AT 4659 E. NORTH ST. TO CONSTRUCT A COMMERCIAL PARKING LOT. 
 
Thank you for considering our concerns regarding this proposed rezoning request. 
 
Lois Pawlak, President 
Garden District Neighborhood Association 
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